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Dear Editor,

Cigarette smokers with schizophrenia exhibit more severe cognitive dysfunction during smoking abstinence than control smokers, and cognitive deficits are associated with higher rates of smoking cessation failure (Dolan et al., 2004; Wing et al., 2012). The pro-cognitive effects of nicotine may result from enhanced dopamine (DA) release in the prefrontal cortex (PFC). Catechol-\textit{O}-methyltransferase (COMT) is the primary enzyme responsible for DA metabolism in cortical brain regions. Allelic variation at a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in the \textit{COMT} gene at position 158 in the membrane-bound form (rs4680 or
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val\textsuperscript{158}met) strongly influences the level of COMT activity. The valine-encoding Val allele leads to ~40% higher activity than the methionine-encoding Met allele, and is therefore associated with increased metabolism of DA and lower DA signaling (Chen et al., 2004).

*COMT* Val\textsuperscript{158}Met genotype has been associated with cognitive performance and tobacco dependence vulnerability and relapse. Presence of the Val-allele has been consistently associated with impaired performance and physiological efficiency in cognitive domains dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) activity such as executive function (as measured with the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task) and working memory (as measured by the N-back task), in both control and schizophrenia populations (Egan et al., 2001; Malhotra et al., 2002). Several studies have reported that Val-allele carriers are also less likely to quit smoking and more likely to relapse than Met/Met homozygotes (Munafo et al., 2008). These effects did not seem to be mediated by self-reported withdrawal or mood symptoms and therefore the authors propose that they may be related to the effect of COMT on cognitive function (Munafo et al., 2008). A recent study demonstrated that smokers with Val/Val COMT-genotype are more sensitive to cognitive dysfunction during tobacco abstinence compared to Met-allele carriers (Loughead et al., 2009). We examined the association of *COMT* Val\textsuperscript{158}Met genotype withdrawal-related cognitive dysfunction in smokers with schizophrenia in comparison to control non-psychiatric smokers.

Smokers with schizophrenia and control smokers were enrolled in a randomized, double-blind, within-subjects study to examine the effects of cigarette smoking and the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) antagonist mecamylamine hydrochloride on cognitive performance (Sacco et al., 2005). Neuropsychological assessments were performed after smoking as usual (baseline; day 2 AM), after overnight abstinence (day 3 AM) and after smoking reinstatement (day 3 PM). Here, we analyzed data from the placebo week of the trial to examine the effect of COMT on withdrawal-related cognitive dysfunction, specifically in the domain of visuospatial working memory, in a subsample of subjects (n=18 smokers with schizophrenia and n=17 control smokers) who were genotyped for the *COMT* Val\textsuperscript{158}Met polymorphism. We genotyped the Val-Met polymorphism in genomic DNA extracted from whole blood using PCR followed by restriction fragment length polymorphism analysis as described by Lachman and colleagues (Lachman et al., 1996).

The cognitive domain of interest was performance on a visuospatial working memory task, as performance on this measure was impaired by overnight abstinence from smoking; an effect which was specific to smokers with schizophrenia and not observed in controls (Sacco et al., 2005). The percent impairment in visuospatial working memory from baseline to overnight abstinence was calculated and the effect of diagnosis and COMT genotype examined in a two-way ANOVA (Figure 1). There was a main effect of diagnosis \( F(1,29)=5.94, p=0.001 \) due to greater abstinence-induced visuospatial working memory deficits in the schizophrenia group compared to controls. While the effect of genotype \( F(2,29)=1.00, p=0.38 \) and genotype by diagnosis \( F(2,29)=2.43, p=0.11 \) did not reach statistical significance due to the small sample sizes, there was a trend for increased withdrawal-related visuospatial working memory impairment in Val-allele carriers (Val-Val: \( 73.3 \pm 48.4 \% \), Val-Met: \( 87.1 \pm 47.3 \% \)) compared to Met/Met homozygotes (25.3 ± 4.8 %).
in the schizophrenia group, while COMT genotype did not appear to modulate **visuospatial working memory** impairments in control smokers.

The sample size of this study was limited and therefore the results should be interpreted with caution. Nevertheless, these preliminary data support the existing literature that COMT Val158Met genotype, specifically the Val-allele, is associated with greater nicotine-withdrawal related cognitive dysfunction (Loughead et al., 2009), and extend these findings to smokers with schizophrenia. We did not observe an effect of COMT genotype in control smokers which is likely due to the fact that overnight abstinence did not impair task performance in this group, unlike the previous study which used a different type of working memory task, the N-back, which may recruit different brain circuits (Loughead et al., 2009).

Understanding the genetic underpinnings of withdrawal-related cognitive dysfunction in schizophrenia could guide the development of smoking cessation medications and cognitive enhancers for this population of difficult to treat **cigarette** smokers and therefore the role of COMT genotype should therefore be explored in larger samples. Accordingly, COMT genotyping may help identify smokers at the greatest risk of cognitive impairment upon quitting and guide the developments of more effective treatments, such as specialized treatment involving neurocognitive-enhancement therapies.
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Figure 1.
Percentage impairment in visuospatial working memory (measured as distance from target in mm) following overnight abstinence (Abstinence-Baseline/Baseline * 100), as a function of diagnosis (schizophrenia vs. control) and COMT Val^{158}Met genotype (Val-Val, Val-Met, Met-Met). Error bars show Standard Error of the Mean.